
Optimized Hosting of JavaScript Applications 
(React & Angular) on Azure Blob Storage through 

GitHub Actions 
 
 

Problem Statement : 
 
Hosting React ,Angular and Other JS application directly from GitHub Repository to 
Azure Storage account rather than hosting on virtual machine and Azure App service  
for cost optimization, reduced latency and building and deployment dependencies. 
 

Introduction: 
JavaScript is called as language of Internet and  React JS is one of the popular front-
end framework used of JS used for fast and responsive website designing.To build 
and host React Application it requires lot of dependencies at your local system as 
well as on server to host it on.Then comes the Azure Storage static website hosting 
feature and GitHub Actions open source capabilities of CD to the rescue. Below 
article is all about how we can achieve the hosting of React Application in simple 4-
step solution. 
 
Solution Architecture:- 
 
 

 
 
 

Technical Implementation 
Pre-requisites : 
 
 The latest versions of Node.js & npm or yarn package manager on system 
 Azure account & subscription 
 Git installed on your system 
 GitHub account 
 
Step 1:- Creating a simple React application and pushing code to GitHub Repository. 
 
 Choose a suitable working folder and then execute the following command in a 

terminal window to create a ReactJS app named Sample-React-App. 
 

npx create-react-app Sample-React-App --use-npm 
cd Sample-React-App 
npm start 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 Create a local git repo by running the following command in the root of your 

application: 
 
  
 
 
 
 Login into your github account and create a repository with any name you prefer 

in my case I have created Sample-React-App 
 
          
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Your application already contains a .gitignore file. Node_modules folder will 
be excluded to pushed to GitHub repo. 
 
   OR 
 
You can directly fork the code from my GitHub repository given below 
 
https://github.com/salahuddin96/Sample-React-App  
 

 
 
Step 2:- Create Storage Account on Azure 
 
 Open  https://portal.azure.com and login into your Azure Account click on  

"Create a resource". 
 In the search field type "Storage account" and click on create. 
 

git init 
git add . 
git commit -m "Sample React App  
 

git remote add origin https://github.com/salahuddin96/Sample-
React-App.git 
git branch -M main 
git push -u origin main 
 

https://github.com/salahuddin96/Sample-React-App


 
 
 
 Select Proper Subscription and create new resource group and give a suitable 

unique name and leave all the setting as it is or you can change the region and 
redundancy as per your requirement. 

 On the Basics tab, provide the essential information for your storage account. 
After you complete the Basics tab, you can choose to further customize your 
new storage account by setting options on the other tabs, or you can select 
Review + create to accept the default options and proceed to validate and 
create the account. 

 On the Advanced tab, you can configure additional options and modify default 
settings for your new storage account. Some of these options can also be 
configured after the storage account is created, while others must be configured 
at the time of creation. 

 
 
 Click on "Review + create": 
 
Note : 



 

 
 Once created click on Go to resource and open the storage account . 
 
 On the left side of the option go to Static website under Data Management. 
 

 
 
 
 Enable the Static website option and add index.html in index document name 

and 404.html in Error document path and save it. 
 

 
 
 
 Your static website will be placed into a folder named $web 
 



 
 
 Go to Access keys option under Security + Networking on the left and click on 

Show for Connection string and save it on notepad. 
 

 
 
 
 
Step 3:- Add the Keys into GitHub for GitHub Action deployment. 
 
 Go to Sample-React-App  Repository on GitHub and Click on Settings >> 

Secrets >> Actions 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 Create a key named AZURE_REACT_STORAGE then paste the key that you 

previously saved in a Notepad and click on "Add secret". 
 

 
 Add a folder .github/workflows folder section to your source code. Inside that 

folder, create a YAML file named azurereact.yml or whatever you want. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Add the following content into .yml file and save and commit into main branch. 
 
name: React App deployment on Azure Storage through GitHub Actions. 
on: 
  push: 
    branches: 
      - main 
  pull_request: 
    branches: 
      - '*' 
defaults: 
  run: 
    working-directory: ./ 
env: 
  NODE_VERSION: '16'                # Node version you want to use 
  CI: false 
jobs: 
  build-and-deploy: 
    name: Build and Deploy 
    runs-on: ubuntu-latest 
    steps: 
    - uses: actions/checkout@v2 
    - name: Use Node.js ${{ env.NODE_VERSION }} 
      uses: actions/setup-node@v1 
      with: 
        node-version: ${{ env.NODE_VERSION }} 
    - name: npm install & build 
      run: | 
        npm install          ## Add your command for building angular project 
        npm run build 
    - name: 'React App deployment on Azure Storage through GitHub Actions' 
      #uses: azure/login@v1 
      uses: bacongobbler/azure-blob-storage-upload@main  ##Uploads assets to Azure Blob Storage 
      with: 
          source_dir: './build' 
          container_name: '$web' 
          connection_string: ${{ secrets.AZURE_REACT_STORAGE }}  
          sync: 'true' 
 
 
 
 
 Go to Actions tab you will see the pipeline getting automatically triggered. 
 

 
 
 
 
 After successful deployment it will automatically deploy the build artifact files 

into $web container in the storage account. 
 



 
 
 Copy the primary endpoint from static website section and you are good to go. 
 

 
 
 
Output : 
https://uniquestoragenametest.z13.web.core.windows.net/  
 

:  

https://uniquestoragenametest.z13.web.core.windows.net/


 
 

Knowledge Sharing for Optimization : 
1. Can be used to deploy Angular application with some changes in YAML file 
2. With Azure CDN feature we can achieve globally accessibility with almost no 
latency. 
3. It can  be Integrated with any other Micro Service Architecture as well. 
Challenges Faced: 

1. GitHub Actions pipeline error for access key configuration. 
2. Version Control  

 

Business Benefits 
1. More Cost Efficient than hosting on WebApp/Static Service. 
2. High Availability 
3. Using this implementation we can boost our deployment speed.  
4. Reduced Latency 
5. Reduced Workflow Management for Developers 
6. Micro-service architecture 
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